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AN AD…BUT NOT REALLY…

 Are your students struggling to grasp STEM?

 Do they struggle with grammar and never want 

to write?

 Do they find school useless?

 INTRODUCING…Stem and Creative Writing



 It is relaxing, fun, engaging

 It stimulates creativity, critical thinking

 It stimulates both hemispheres

 Explaining STEM concepts as a story makes 

them easier to understand

WHY CREATIVE WRITING?



TRADITIONAL TEACHING BUT INTERDISCIPLINARY EXAMS

 In many countries, teaching is still not done 

interdisciplinarily. In some of them, though, 

exams have become that way. The result: 

confused, demotivated students, unprepared for 

life.

 Why don’t we change?

 What if we did?

 Could languages be learnt through STEM?

Standardisation, memorisation and…creative thinking



The key from  CANNOT to WANT and I’M 

INTERESTED: MOTIVATION 

ADVICE

In life problems won't come and identify themselves as 

present perfect, the capitals of Europe or the Gauss sum. 

Any problem they face in life is a combination of various 

aspects and school subjects.



INTERDISCIPLINARY STORIES

WITH ELEMENTS FROM ALL THE

SCHOOL SUBJECTS



 Create teams (2-3 students). 

 Each student chooses 1-2 items from different lessons they are doing at 

school.

 Add a historical personality, a scientist, an artist/writer/musician or all of them, 

a cultural heritage site and to spice things up an urban legend.

 Put them together to create a meaningful story that can clarify the different 

items. Make sure you help students with the adequate vocabulary in English.

 Background matters too. Isaac Newton was not wearing jeans☺

SECRET RECIPE N0.1

How can 

I 

explain 

it ?



CREATIVE WRITING KIT
 We used bighugelabs.com/deck.php to create the trading cards

 You can use them in teams or individually

 Choose one card from each category…add a surprise word (it could be 
an invention, a gadget, a concept) and start writing

 Check your understanding of the concepts and the vocabulary needed 
(the teacher can help)

 Read the other stories and ask questions: e.g. Why was Copernicus in a 
pizza shop? How did he get there? Was he alone? Did he speak the 
language?

 Remember: More questions means more fun, deeper understanding and 
….a much more memorable story
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bighugelabs.com/deck.php
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71984/home


Creative writing kit - trading cards 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1USiuE5BhvsHSiNMAb9X7LsaUpklDOpSv/view?usp=sharing








Sample stories written using the 

trading cards







Climate change and real-life issues – creative writing

 In teams or individually

 Each person draws a card and has to write from that perspective

 Help students with the terminology
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Science or science fiction

 You may need to consult with specialists or STEM colleagues

 Use a SF film, e.g. The Martian

 Work in teams; each team gets a problem from the film, a key science 

moment and they analyse it. 

 If the science is wrong, they have to rewrite the scene. If the science is 

correct they have to explain it to their colleagues through a short song, 

poem or comic
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Interdisciplinary treasure hunts

 In teams or individually

 Combine various school subjects

 Use QR codes 

 Students create the treasure hunts to revise what they learnt in school 

(for all school subjects, but in English)
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Maths and comic strips

 In teams or individually

 Explain a Math (or any STEM) concept

 You can use pen and paper or online tools like makebeliefcomics, Pixton

etc.
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